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Message from the
OpML ’20 Program Co-Chairs
Welcome to OpML 2020!
We are very excited to launch the second annual USENIX Conference on Operational Machine Learning (OpML).
Machine Learning is interlaced throughout our society bringing new challenges in deploying, managing, and optimizing
these systems in production while maintaining fairness and privacy. We started OpML to provide a forum where practitioners, researchers, industry, and academia can gather to present, evaluate, and debate the problems, best practices, and latest
cutting-edge technologies in this critical emerging field. Managing the ML production lifecycle is a necessity for wide-scale
adoption and deployment of machine learning and deep learning across industries and for businesses to benefit from the core
ML algorithms and research advances.
The conference received strong interest this year, with 54 submissions spanning both academia and industry. Thanks to the
hard work of our Program Committee, we created an exciting program with 26 technical presentations with eight Ask-MeAnything sessions with the authors. Each presentation and paper submission was evaluated by 3–5 PC members, with the
final decisions made during a half-day online PC meeting.
This has been an exceptionally challenging time for our authors and speakers, for our program committee, and for the world.
Given safety concerns and travel restrictions, this year we are experimenting with a new format with eight Ask-Me-Anything
sessions hosted on Slack. Each presenter has prepared both short and long form videos and will be online to answer questions
during their session. Furthermore, the conference is free to attend for all participants!
We would like to thank the many people whose hard work made this conference possible. First and foremost, we would like
to thank the authors for their incredible work and the submissions to OpML ’20. Thanks to the Program Committee for their
hard work in reviews and spirited discussion (Bharath Ramsundar, Boris Tvaroska, Eno Thereska, Faisal Siddiqi, Fei Chen,
Jesse Ward, Kun Liu, Manasi Vartak, Marius Seritan, Neoklis Polyzotis, Prasanna Padmanabhan, Sandeep Uttamchandani,
Sindhu Ghanta, Suresh Raman, Swami Sundaraman, and Todd Underwood).
We would also like to thank the members of the steering committee for their guidance throughout the process (Bharath
Ramsundar, Sandeep Uttamchandani, Swaminathan (Swami) Sundaraman, Casey Henderson, D. Sculley, Eli Collins, Jairam
Ranganathan, Nitin Agrawal, Robert Ober, and Tal Shaked).
Finally, we would like to thank Casey Henderson and Kurt Andersen of USENIX for their tremendous help and insight as we
worked on this new conference, and all of the USENIX staff for their extraordinary level of support throughout the process.
We hope you enjoy the conference and proceedings!
Best Regards,
Nisha Talagala, Pyxeda AI
Joel Young, LinkedIn
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Abstract
Deep Learning (DL) innovations are being introduced at
a rapid pace. However, the current lack of standard specification of DL tasks makes sharing, running, reproducing, and
comparing these innovations difficult. To address this problem, we propose DLSpec, a model-, dataset-, software-, and
hardware-agnostic DL specification that captures the different
aspects of DL tasks. DLSpec has been tested by specifying
and running hundreds of DL tasks.

1

Introduction

The past few years have seen a fast growth of Deep Learning
(DL) innovations such as datasets, models, frameworks, software, and hardware. The current practice of publishing these
DL innovations involves developing ad-hoc scripts and writing textual documentation to describe the execution process
of DL tasks (e.g., model training or inference). This requires
a lot of effort and makes sharing and running DL tasks difficult. Moreover, it is often hard to reproduce the reported
accuracy or performance results and have a consistent comparison across DL tasks. This is a known [7, 8] “pain point”
within the DL community. Having an exchange specification
to describe DL tasks would be a first step to remedy this and
ease the adoption of DL innovations.
Previous work included curation of DL tasks in framework
model zoos [3, 6, 12–14, 18], developing model catalogs that
can be used through a cloud provider’s API [1, 2, 5], or introducing MLOps specifications [4, 19, 20]. However, these
work either use ad-hoc techniques for different DL tasks or
are tied to a specific hardware or software stack.
We propose DLSpec, a DL artifact exchange specification
with clearly defined model, data, software, and hardware aspects. DLSpec’s design is based on a few key principles (Section 2). DLSpec is model-, dataset-, software-, and hardwareagnostic and aims to work with runtimes built using existing
MLOp tools. We further develop a DLSpec runtime to support DLSpec’s use for DL inference tasks in the context of
benchmarking [9].
∗ The

two authors contributed equally to this paper.
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Design Principles

While the bottom line of a specification design is to ensure
the usability and reproducibility of DL tasks, the following
principles are considered to increase DLSpec’s applicability:
Minimal — To increase the transparency and ease the creation, the specification should contain only the essential information to use a task and reproduce its reported outcome.
Program-/human-readable — To make it possible to develop a runtime that executes DLSpec, the specification
should be readable by a program. To allow a user to understand what the task does and repurpose it (e.g., use a different
HW/SW stack), the specification should be easy to introspect.
Maximum expressiveness — While DL training and inference tasks can share many common software and hardware setups, there are differences when specifying their resources, parameters, inputs/outputs, metrics, etc. The specification must
be general to be used for both training and inference tasks.
Decoupling DL task description — A DL task is described
from the aspects of model, data, software, and hardware
through their respective manifest files. Such decoupling increases the reuse of manifests and enables the portability of
DL tasks across datasets, software, and hardware stacks. This
further enables one to easily compare different DL offerings
by varying one of the four aspects.
Splitting the DL task pipeline stages — We demarcate
the stages of a DL task into pre-processing, run, and postprocessing stages. This enables consistent comparison and
simplifies accuracy and performance debugging. For example,
to debug accuracy, one can modify the pre- or post-processing
step and observe the accuracy; and to debug performance, one
can surround the run stage with the measurement code. This
demarcation is consistent with existing best practices [11, 17].
Avoiding serializing intermediate data into files — A naive
way to transfer data between stages of a DL task is to use
files. In this way, each stage reads a file containing input data
and writes to a file with its output data. This approach can be
impractical since it introduces high serializing/deserializing
overhead. Moreover, this technique would not be able to support DL tasks that use streaming data.
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1

Hardware

id: uuid
cpu:
- arch: x86-64
- ncpu: 4
- …
gpu:
- arch: nvidia/sm70
- memory: 16gb
- driver_version: XXX
- …
interconnect: nvlink2
memory: 32gb
…
2
setup: |
echo 1 > /sys/devices/system/
cpu/intel_pstate/no_turbo

3

Software

id: uuid
name: Tensorflow # framework name
version: 1.0.0 # semantic version
container: dlspec/tf:2-1-0_amd64-gpu
env:
- TF_ENABLE_WINOGRAD_NONFUSED: 0

4

Dataset

id: uuid
name: ILSVRC 2012
version: 1.0.0 # semantic version
license: … # dataset license
sources:
- source: s3://…/test_set.zip
name: test_set
- source: …

5

id: uuid # model unique id
name: Inception-v3 # model name
version: 1.0.0 # semantic version
license: MIT # model license
author: Jane Doe # model author
task: image classification
description: …
6
pre-process: |

Model

def pre_processing(ctx, data):
from PIL import Image
img = Image.open(data[“test_set”][0])
img = np.asarray(img)
img = np.transpose(img, (2,0,1))
…
return pre_processed_data

inputs: # model inputs
7 - type: image # 1st input modality
layer_name: data
element_type: float32

8

job_type: inference # or training
run: |
9

def run(ctx, data):
… # tf.Session.run(ctx[“model”], data)
return run_output
model: # model for retraining or inference

graph_path: https://.../inception_v3.pb
checksum: XXXX…XXXX
11
post-process: |

10

def post_processing(ctx, data):
… # e.g. import numpy as np
return post_processed_data

outputs: # model outputs
12 - type: probability # 1st output modality

layer_name: prob
element_type: float32
system_requirements: [gpu]

DLSpec Runtime

Figure 1: An example DLSpec that consists of a hardware, software, dataset and model manifest.

3

DLSpec Design

A DLSpec consists of four manifest files and a reference log
file. All manifests are versioned [15] and have an ID (i.e., can
be referenced). The four manifests (shown in Figure 1) are:
• Hardware: defines the hardware requirements for a DL
task. The parameters form a series of hardware constraints
that must be satisfied to run and reproduce a task.
• Software: defines the software environment for a DL task.
All executions occur within the specified container.
• Dataset: defines the training, validation, or test dataset.
• Model: defines the logic (or code) to run a DL task and the
required artifact sources.
The reference log is provided by the specification author
for others to refer to. The reference log contains the IDs of the
manifests used to create it, achieved accuracy/performance on
DL task, expected outputs, and author-specified information
(e.g. hyper-parameters used in training).
We highlight the key details of DLSpec:
Containers — A software manifest specifies the container
to use for a DL task, as well as any configuration parameters
that must be set (e.g., framework environment variables). The
framework or other libraries information are listed for ease of
inspection and management.
Hardware configuration — While containers provide a standard way of specifying the software stack, a user cannot specify some hardware settings within a container. E.g., it is not
possible to turn off Intel’s turbo-boosting (Figure 1 2 ) within
a container. Thus, DLSpec specifies hardware configurations
in the hardware manifest to allow the runtime to set them
outside the container environment.
Pre-processing, run, and post-processing stages — The
pre-/post-processing and run stages are defined via Python
functions embedded within the manifest. We do this because
a DLSpec runtime can use the Python sub-interpreter [16]
to execute the Python code within the process, thus avoiding using intermediate files (see Section 2). Using Python
functions also allows for great flexibility; e.g., the Python
function can download and run Bash and R scripts or download, compile, and some C++ code. The signature of the DLSpec Python functions is fun(ctx, data) where ctx is a
hash table that includes manifest information (such as the
types of inputs) accepted by the model. The second argument,

2
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data, is the output of the previous step in the dataset→preprocessing→run→post-processing pipeline. In Figure 1, for
example, the pre-processing stage’s 6 data is the list of file
paths of the input dataset (ImageNet test set in this case).
Artifact resources — DL artifacts used in a DL task are
specified as remote resources within DLSpec. The remote
resource can be hosted on an FTP, HTTP, or file server (e.g.,
AWS S3 or Zenodo) and have a checksum which is used to
verify the download.

4

DLSpec Runtime

While a DL practitioner can run a DL task by manually following the setup described in the manifests, here we describe
how a runtime (i.e., an MLOps tool) can use the DLSpec
manifests shown in Figure 1.
A DLSpec runtime consumes the four manifests and selects
the 1 hardware to use, and runs any 2 setup code specified
(outside the container). A 3 container is launched using the
image specified, and the 4 dataset is downloaded into the
container using the 5 URLs provided. The 6 dataset file
paths are passed to the pre-processing function and its outputs
are then processed to match the 7 model’s input parameters.
The 9 DL task is run. In the case of 8 inference, this causes
the 10 model to be downloaded into the container. The results
from the run are then 11 post-processed using the 12 data
specified by the model outputs.
We tested DLSpec in the context of inference benchmarking and implemented a runtime for it [9, 10]. We collected
over 300 popular models and created reusable manifests for
each. We created software manifests for each major framework (Caffe, Caffe2, CNTK, MXNet, PyTorch, TensorFlow,
TensorFlow Lite, and TensorRT), dataset manifest (ImageNet,
COCO, Pascal, CIFAR, etc.), and then wrote hardware specs
for X86, ARM, and PowerPC. We tested our design and
showed that it enables consistent and reproducible evaluation of DL tasks at scale.

5

Conclusion

An exchange specification, such as DLSpec, enables a streamlined way to share, reproduce, and compare DL tasks. DLSpec
takes the first step in defining a DL task for both training and
inference and captures the different aspects of DL model
reproducibility. We are actively working on refining the specifications as new DL tasks are introduced.
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Abstract
Our data scientists are adept in using machine learning algorithms and building model out of it, and they are at ease with
their local machine to do them. But, when it comes to building
the same model from the platform, they find it slightly challenging and need assistance from the platform team. Based on
the survey results, the major challenge was platform complexity, but it is hard to deduce actionable items or accurate details
to make the system simple. The complexity feedback was
very generic, so we decided to break it down into two logical
challenges: Education & Training and Simplicity-of-Platform.
We have developed a system to find these two challenges in
our platform, which we call an Analyzer. In this paper, we
explain how it was built and it’s impact on the evolution of
our machine learning platform. Our work aims to address
these challenges and provide guidelines on how to empower
machine learning platform team to know the data scientist’s
bottleneck in building model.

1

Figure 1: System Architecture

Introduction

We have a good strength of data scientists in Walmart. Our
system has counted more than 393 frequent users and 998
infrequent users. The data scientists are from various teams
in Walmart. We have seen various kinds of challenges in
the evolution of our platform to support end to end Machine
learning (ML) model life cycle. We have observed that our
data scientists are not able to use the platform effectively. Less
adoption of our platform is the key challenge for us to solve.
It is not sufficient to be completely dependent on surveys
to improve our system as people often lie in user surveys,
possibly due to a phenomenon known as social desirability
bias [2].
Analyzer approach: We have instrumented our machine
learning platform (MLP) to collect data for analysing how
users interact with the platform. We named the data collected
or sent from a product or a feature as signals. Example of
signals are clicks, interaction with MLP features, time spent
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on features, time to complete certain actions, and so on. We
have created various classes of signals for our product: MLPaction signals (e.g., key-actions, clicks, and views), MLPerror signals (e.g., error in each component) and MLP-time
signal (e.g., time on component, component load time, minutes per session) [3, 4]. We have defined four stages of the
ML lifecycle, namely, “Data collection,cleaning,labeling”,
“Feature Engineering”, “Model training” and “Model deployment” [1]. In each stage signals are generated for the Analyzer
to capture particular challenges faced by user.. We present
two dimensions of challenges: Education-&-Training (ET)
and Simplicity-of-Platform (SoP). In ET, the focus is on a
data scientist’s capability and self-sufficiency to use the MLP
and SoP focuses on the technical or design challenges in ML
lifecycle. The Fig. 1 shows our system architecture.
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5

than 5 times in a week/month then it is mapped to SoP
challenge
4. If less than 10% expert and more than 50% intermediate
and 75% does redundent actions more than 5 times in a
week/month then it is mapped to ET challenge
Challenge
Education & Training
Simplicity-of-Platform
Figure 2: Collection of Signals

2

Signal Collection

Our instrumentation framework collect user actions from platform and sends it to our instrumentation service. We consider
all actions as events and store them in our event repository
(database). The signal generator reads the data from the repository and classifies it into multiple signals. We name the data
collected or sent form product or feature as signals. Example
of signals are clicks, interaction with the tools, time spent
on the tools, time to complete certain actions. These signals
are mapped to multiple classes: MLP-actions, MLP-error and
MLP-time. The signal generator annotates these classes of
signals with the user and platform related meta-data and stores
it into a datastore. Our Analyzer runs the final show. It goes
through each new signal and evaluates respective stage wise
bottleneck for a user. Fig. 2 describes this flow.

3

1. If more than 50% expert and 65% intermediate and 80%
beginner users see the error signal then it is mapped to
SoP challenge
2. If less than 10% expert and more than 65% intermediate
and 80% beginner users see the error signal then it is
mapped to ET challenge
3. if more than 50% expert does redundent actions more

6

Table 1: Platform challenges

Above table depicts different instances of ET and SoP
challenge at different stages. Some of critical instances are
described below:
a) Model-training stage has a default cut-off time, beyond
which jobs are terminated automatically. Analyzer has
mapped these signals as ET challenge, based on rule-1,
where we found users were unaware of this feature.
b) Data-collection stage provides connectors which enable
users to retrieve data from varied data sources. Analyzer
has mapped these signals as ET challenge, based on rule4. We have discovered that users prefer creating their
own connectors instead of reusing the existing ones, thus
resulting in lot of duplicity.
c) Feature-engineering stage, user see a list of notebooks.
Notebook IDE runs in a kubernetes container, if notebook is idle for longer than 6 hours then notebook becomes inactive. User need to activate notebook in order
to open it. If there is no enough resource available then
display error. Analyzer has mapped these signal as SoP
challenge, based on rule-1.

Analyzer

In this section, we summarize the design of Analyzer, a system that uses a user-behaviour-segregation-model and set of
rules to evaluate challenges of using MLP. The model uses
K-means clustering technique, which groups the users based
on action and time signals and later by looking at the centroid/clustor representative values. Users in the group are
labelled as: Beginner, Intermediate and Expert. Our model
has suggested 85 Expert, 118 Intermediate and 190 Beginner
users of our platform. We have defined set of rules for each
different type of signal. Analyzer applies these rules and smell
the challenge from signal. We have defined following set of
rules:
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Count
17
6

Analyzer has been running in production for last 4 months
and these above instances are the outcome of our data analysis.
This has helped our product team to build better Education
and Training (effective tutorial, documentation and videos)
for model-training and data-connectors features. Above SoP
instance: ’c’ highlighted the complexity which user faces in
creating notebook in Feature-engineering stage. This enabled
product team to integrate live resource information on the
notebook list page as part of UX improvement.

4

Conclusion

The Analyser has identified 17 and 6 instances respectively of
Education-&-Training (ET) and Simplicity of Platform (SoP )
challenges. ET instances have enabled product team to create
effective set of documentation and tutorials. SoP instances
helped in the evolution of ML Platform as a whole. Our
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Analyzer helps us directly in making data driven decisions to
improve user adoption. We believe that our Analyzer can be
adopted by other Machine Learning Platform teams facing
similar challenges. In future, we will add more challenges
(ex: Scale, Performance, Hardware-Resources) and use Deep
Learning for deriving more insights from these signals.
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Detecting Feature Eligibility Illusions in Enterprise AI Autopilots
Fabio Casati, Veeru Metha, Gopal Sarda, Sagar Davasam, Kannan Govindarajan
ServiceNow, Inc.

1

Problem and Motivation

SaaS Enterprise workflow companies, such as Salesforce and
ServiceNow, facilitate AI adoption by making it easy for
customers to train AI models on top of workflow data, once
they know the problem they want to solve and how to formulate
it. However, as we experience over and over, it is very hard for
customers to have this kind of knowledge for their processes,
as it requires an awareness of the business and operational
side of the process, as well as of what AI could do on each
with the specific data available. The challenge we address is
how to take customers to that stage, and in this paper we focus
on a specific aspect of such challenge: the identification of
which "useful inferences" AI could make and which process
attributes can (or cannot) be leveraged as predictors, based on
the data available for that customer. This is one of the steps we
see as central to improve what today is a very limited adoption
of AI in enterprises, even in the most "digitized" organization
[8,9]. For simplicity in the following we assume that business
process data is stored in a DB table, and define the problem
semi-formally as follows: Given a table T with a set of fields
f ∈ F, and given a point e ∈ E in the process where inference
is desired, identify i) the set of fields LF ⊆ F on which AI
could make "useful predictions" (potential labels) and, for
each such field l ∈ LF, ii) which sets of fields FSl ⊆ P (F) are
"usable predictors" (potential featuresets)1 . This formulation,
besides being simple and fairly general (many problems can
be mapped to it) corresponds to the question our customers
typically seek answer to.

2

What Makes the Problem Hard

The number of models we may want to train to explore our
problem space is |F| · |E| · 2|F| (possible labels × point in
the process for which we want the label to be predicted, ×
possible featureset). The database tables supporting a typical
process have hundreds of fields, which makes the number
1 P (F)

denotes the powerset of F
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of models larger than the number of atoms in the universe.
Even if we assume that AI and state-of-the-art autoML [1,
3, 6] will do model/parameter search, data processing and
transformation, feature engineering, and feature selection [2,
7] for us at scale, the space of possibilities for each process
and customer is still in the thousands. Furthermore, fields in
a table are often foreign keys to other tables (e.g., user, or
company), and very often the predictive value are in these
linked tables.

Figure 1: Example Table Supporting a CSM Process
Scale, however, is not the only challenge. Consider a DB
table supporting a Customer Service process (Figure 1), typically consisting of hundreds of fields. A snapshot of the table
at any point in time would include a large proportion of completed cases and only a few in progress, at different points in
their lifecycle - often not enough to build any kind of classifier
per lifecycle state, except for the final state. However, if we
use a snapshot for determining which fields are potentially
"good" features and labels and if we then train models based
on snapshots, our predictions would suffer from the following
illusions about the ability to make useful predictions:
i) Inverse causality: Looking at a data snapshot we would
believe we can infer the Assignment Group from the Assigned
Person, but in reality the group is chosen first. The problem
of causality is widely studied (e.g., [4, 5]), although mostly
among snapshot of continuous variables, while the problem
here is with categorical variables that evolve over time, where
the temporal evolution is hard to capture.
ii) Observability illusion: While a causal dependency f 1 →
f 2 may exist and can be derived from a snapshot, f 1 may
not be observable at the time of prediction. For example, the
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case duration may depend on the assignment group, but we
cannot predict duration at the start of the case because the
independent variables are undefined (null) at that point.
iii) End state bias: Field values change during execution.
For example, Priority is often high at the start, but then a
workaround is found and priority drops to low. A snapshot
would get many closed cases, so that the priority in a training
dataset is biased towards the final value. Because we mostly
have data from completed cases, an end state bias means that
we will not be able to train a model with those features and
label unless we take specific actions to correct the problem.
Even with infinite training capacity, the presence of any
of these illusions will render a recommended model useless
in production. Notice that while these problems may seem
obvious once we read them, our experience is that they are not.
This is true even when specific, targeted models are built by
data scientists, often because scientists do not have a full grasp
on the process, while process owners may not be familiar with
ML. Indeed, we see calling out these problems as the main
contributors here. We next discuss the strategies we adopt
to tackle them, and for brevity we assume the ML model is
required to make inferences at the start of a new case.

3

Uncovering Illusions

Audit-based process reconstruction. All enterprise systems
allow some form of logging for audit purposes, but this is
typically enabled only on some tables and fields. ServiceNow,
for example, enables auditing and allows users to walk back
in history on any (logged) record. However, audit tables are
optimized for writing, not reading, and querying them is not
a recommended practice as it will cause a heavy load on the
system. The approach we take here is to obtain samples of the
records, and walk back to the starting values. In a nutshell, i)
observability can be estimated by looking at the field density
at start, ii) causal inference can be heuristically identified by
looking at which field in a pair f 1, f 2 gets filled first, and iii)
end state bias is determined based on percentage of cases in
which a field changes from first time it is filled to end.
Fig. 2, top half, shows experimental results for four processes from our customers’ data, related to various aspects of
customer service, from incident management to task execution for problem resolution (details omitted for privacy). The
figure shows the mean (sd) number of fields that are ineligible as they are often null at the start or change more than a
defined threshold. Here, "often" means > 20% of the times,
but the numbers are not very sensitive to this threshold in
our experience. 20% is also approximately the point where
end bias affects trained models to a point that our customers
find unusable. Results are averaged over 20 runs, each with
10 samples of 5 records each, for records created in different
days and months. The figure shows that over 50% of the potential features are ineligible based on being null at time of
prediction, 10% for end bias, and over 30% of the remaining
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potential feature-label pairs are also ineligible due to reverse
causality. For example, this analysis would capture the reverse
causality between assignment group and person. p4 is empty
because we did not have access to the history of such process.
Since cases are not iid (similar problems often happen
in burst), we need to take repeated samples of small sets of
records, in different days (in our experiments, going over 10
samples of 5 records does not lead to improved measures).
Starting or Delayed Snapshot. If (some) fields are not audited - as it often happens, we have to resort to snapshotbased heuristics. How to do so depends on what the SaaS
platform allows, but common methods include i) looking for
records where the last update and creation datetime is the
same (updated_time==created_time), ii) leveraging an "update count" field (update_count==0), or iii) a state field (e.g.,
"state==new case"). If arrival of cases and time to first action
on it are both Poisson with rates λ and τ per time unit, then
we can expect τ · λ new cases per time unit [10]. Notice that
this approach does not lead to iid sampling, unless we operate
on a live system and repeat the process in different days.
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Figure 2: Experimental results.
In many processes from our sample the number of useful "starting records" was less than a handful, either because agents pick up the work quickly or because business
rules/chron jobs edit the record for whatever reason. Therefore we tweaked this approach to perform a delayed sampling
(e.g., update_count==1 or update_time < created_time +
00:05:00)). Fig. 2 shows results on the same processes with
the same thresholds, with the exception of end bias which is
harder to compute as we do not have the end state (statistical
methods are possible but are beyond the scope of this short
paper). While limited, delayed snapshot- based approaches
still have the merit of having high precision in observability,
and can also capture inverse causality as we extend the time
window progressively.
Conclusion. The main take-home message is that i) applying ML to systems of record requires change and cause-effect
analyses, ii) these analyses are challenging due to the scale
of the problem in any realistic settings, and iii) a specific
set of sampling methods can allow to filter out fields which
are likely not useful for our model to concentrate the heavylifting analysis on fewer fields, something that is essential in
resource constrained environments.
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Abstract
Machine learning pipelines have become the defacto
paradigm for productionizing machine learning applications
as they clearly abstract the processing steps involved in transforming raw data into engineered features that are then used
to train models. In this paper, we use a bottom-up method for
capturing provenance information regarding the processing
steps and artifacts produced in ML pipelines. Our approach
is based on replacing traditional intrusive hooks in application code (to capture ML pipeline events) with standardized
change-data-capture support in the systems involved in ML
pipelines: the distributed file system, feature store, resource
manager, and applications themselves. In particular, we leverage data versioning and time-travel capabilities in our feature
store to show how provenance can enable model reproducibility and debugging.

1

From Data Parallel to Stateful ML Pipelines

Bulk synchronous parallel processing frameworks, such as
Apache Spark [4], are used to build data processing pipelines
that use idempotence to enable transparently handling of failures by re-executing failed tasks. As data pipelines are typically stateless, they need lineage support to identify those
stages that need to be recomputed when a failure occurs.
Caching temporary results at stages means recovery can
be optimized to only re-run pipelines from the most recent
cached stage. In contrast, database technology uses stateful
protocols (like 2-phase commit and agreement protocols like
Paxos [10]) to provide ACID properties to build reliable data
processing systems. Recently, new data parallel processing
frameworks have been extended with the ability to make
atomic updates to tabular data stored in columnar file formats
(like Parquet [3]) while providing isolation guarantees for
concurrent clients. Examples of such frameworks are Delta
Lake [8], Apache Hudi [1], and Apache Iceberg [2]. These
ACID data lake platforms are important for ML pipelines as
they provide the ability to query the value of rows at specific
points in time in the past (time-travel queries).
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The Hopsworks Feature Store is built on the Hudi framework, where data files are stored in HopsFS [11] as parquet
files and available as external tables in a modified version
of Apache Hive [6] that shares the same metadata layer as
HopsFS. HopsFS and Hive have a unified metadata layer,
where Hive tables and feature store metadata are extended
metadata for HopsFS directories. Foreign keys and transactions in our metadata layer ensure the consistency of extended
metadata through Change-Data-Capture(CDC) events.
Just like data pipelines, ML pipelines should be able to
handle partial failures, but they should also be able to reproducibly train a model even if there are updates to the data
lake. The Hopsworks feature store with Hudi enables this, by
storing both the features used to train a model and the Hudi
commits (updates) for the feature data, see figure 1.
In contrast to data pipelines, ML pipelines are stateful. This
state is maintained in the metadata store through a series of
CDC events as can be seen in figure 1. For example, after a
model has been trained and validated, we need state (from the
metadata store) to check if the new model has better performance than an existing model running in production. Other
systems like TFX [5] and MLFlow [14] also provide a metadata store to enable ML pipelines to make stateful decisions.
However, they do so in an obtrusive way - they make developers re-write the code at each of the stages with their
specific component models. In Hopsworks [9], however, we
provide an unobtrusive metadata model based on implicit
provenance [12], where change capture APIs in the platform
enable metadata about artifacts and executions to be implicitly
saved in a metadata store with minimal changes needed to
user code that makes up the ML pipeline stages.

2

Versioning Code, Data, and Infrastructure

The defacto approach for versioning code is git, and many solutions are trying to apply the same process to the versioning
of data. Tools, such as DVC [7] and Pachyderm [13] version
data with git-like semantics and track immutable files, instead
of changes to files. An alternative to git-like versioning that
we chose is to use an ACID Data-Lake with time-travel query
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Figure 1: Hopsworks ML Pipelines with Implicit Metadata.
capabilities. Recent platforms such as Delta-Lake, Apache
Hudi, Apache Iceberg extend data lakes with ACID guarantees using Apache Spark to perform updates and queries.
These platforms store version and temporal information about
updates to tables in a commit log (containing the row-level
changes to tables). As such, you can issue time-travel queries
such as "what was the value of this feature on this date-time",
or "select this feature data for the time range 2017-2018".
These type of queries are traditionally not possible in data
warehouses that typically only store the latest values for rows
in tables. Efficient time travel queries are enabled by temporal
indexes (bloom filters in Hudi) over the parquet files that store
the commits (updates to tables). Aside from code and data
versioning, we also consider the versioning of infrastructure.
With much of the ML work being done in Python, it is crucial
to know the Python libraries and their versions when you ran
a pipeline to facilitate importing/exporting and re-executing
the pipeline, reproducibly.

3

Provenance in Hopsworks

TFX and MLFLow track provenance, by asking the user to
explicitly mark the operation on a ML artifact that should be
saved in their separate metadata store. We call this approach
explicit, as the user has to explicitly say what would be tracked
though calls to dedicated APIs. In Hopsworks, we instrument
our distributed file systems - HopsFS, our resource manager
- HopsYarn and our feature store to implicitly track the file
operations, including the tagging of files with additional information. Our metadata store is also tightly coupled with
the file system and thus we can capture metadata store operations in the same style. As we can see in figure 2, implicit
provenance [12] relies on bottom-up propagation of ChangeData-Capture(CDC) events, while explicit provenance relies
on user invocation of specific API and has a up-down propagation. With implicit provenance we can track which application
used or created a specific file and who is the owner of the
application. This together with file naming conventions and
tagging of files allows us to automatically create relations
between files on disk representing machine learning artifacts.
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Figure 2: Implicit vs Explicit
Provenance.

Reproducible ML Pipelines

With versioned code, data and environments, as well as provenance information to mark the usages of the particular version,
it is easy to reproduce executions of the same pipeline. With
the help of provenance information we augment this reproducibility scenario with additional functionality such as determining whether your current setup will provide similar results
to the original and warn the user in case the input datasets, the
environment or the code differ to the original. We also provide an environment that encourages exploration and learning
through the ability to search through full text elasticsearch
queries for most used datasets, most recent pipeline using a
specific dataset or the persons who ran the latest version of a
particular pipeline successfully. Provenance can also be used
to warn a user not to expect a similar result to previous runs
due to changes in the code, data or environment.

5

Provenance for Debugging ML Pipelines

Implicit provenance provides us with links between ML artifacts used and created in each of the stages of the pipeline.
We know at what time they were used, by whom and in what
application. This allows us to determine the footprint of each
stage of the pipeline, as the files that were read, modified,
created or changed in any way during the execution of the
pipeline stages. From the footprint of each of the pipeline
stages we can also determine the impact of previous stages.
We defined the impact of a pipeline stage as the union of
footprints for pipeline stages that use the output of the current
stage as input. Since artifacts can be shared across pipelines,
and since pipelines can be partially re-executed and forked
into new pipelines, the impact of a pipeline can be quite large.

6

Summary

In this paper, we discussed how the implicit model for provenance can be used next to a feature store with versioned data
to build reproducible and more easily debugged ML pipelines.
Our future work will provide development tools and visualization support that can help developers more easily navigate
and re-run pipelines based on the architecture we have built.
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An Experimentation and Analytics Framework for
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Abstract
This paper presents a trace-driven experimentation and analytics framework that allows researchers and engineers to
devise and evaluate operational strategies for large-scale AI
workflow systems. Analytics data from a production-grade AI
platform developed at IBM are used to build a comprehensive
system and simulation model. Synthetic traces are made available for ad-hoc exploration as well as statistical analysis of
experiments to test and examine pipeline scheduling, cluster
resource allocation, and similar operational mechanisms.

1

Introduction

Operationalizing AI has become a major endeavor in both research and industry. Automated, operationalized pipelines
that manage the AI application lifecycle will form a significant part of infrastructure workloads [6]. AI workflow
platforms [1, 6] orchestrate the heterogeneous infrastructure
required to operate a large number of customer-specific AI
pipelines. It is challenging to fine-tune operational strategies
that achieve application-specific cost-benefit tradeoffs while
catering to the specific domain characteristics of ML models,
such as accuracy, or robustness. A key challenge is to determine the cost trade-offs associated with executing a pipeline,
and the potential model performance improvement [5–7].
We present a trace-driven experimentation and analytics environment that allows researchers and engineers to devise and
evaluate such operational strategies for large-scale AI workflow systems. Traces from a production-grade AI platform
developed at IBM, recorded from several thousand pipeline
executions over the course of a year are used to build a comprehensive simulation model. Our simulation model describes
the interaction between pipelines and system infrastructure,
and how pipeline tasks affect different ML model metrics.
We implement the model in a standalone, stochastic, discrete
event simulator, and provide a toolkit for running experiments.
By integrating a time-series database and analytics front-end,
we allow for ad-hoc exploration as well as statistical analysis
of experiments.
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Figure 1: Conceptual system model of AI ops platforms.

2

System Description

Conceptual Model Automated AI ops pipelines integrate
the entire lifecycle of an AI model, from training, to deployment, to runtime monitoring [1, 6, 10]. To manage risks and
prevent models from becoming stale, pipelines are triggered
automatically by monitoring runtime performance indicators
of deployed models. It is therefore essential to model both
build-time and run-time aspects of the system. In general, we
say that a model has a set of static and dynamic properties.
Static properties are assigned by the pipeline at build-time,
such as the prediction type (e.g., classification, or regression)
or the model type (e.g., random forests or DNN). Dynamic
properties change during runtime, such as model performance
or robustness scores [13].
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Build-time view: AI pipelines are workflows, i.e., graphstructured compositions of tasks, that create or operate on
machine learning models [6]. At build time, an AI pipeline
generates or augments a trained model by operating on data
assets and using underlying infrastructure resources (e.g.,
data store, cluster compute or GPU nodes).
Run-time view: The outcome of a successful pipeline execution is usually a deployed model that is being served by the
platform and used by applications for scoring. At runtime, the
deployed model has associated performance indicators that
change over time. Some indicators can be measured directly,
by inspecting the scoring inputs and outputs (e.g., confidence),
whereas other metrics (e.g., bias, or drift [4, 11]) require continuous evaluation of the runtime data against the statistical
properties of the historical scorings and training data.
Synthesizing & Simulating Pipelines We synthesize plausible pipelines from three common pipeline structures we
have identified by analyzing both commercial and research
use cases [2, 3, 6, 9]. The generated pipelines vary in parameters such as the type of model they generate, the ML
frameworks they use, or the number of tasks. The parameters
are sampled from distributions we have fitted over analytics
data. In the same way, we sample the metadata of data assets (such as the number of dimensions and instances or the
size in bytes) as input for pipelines. We currently model the
following pipeline steps: (a) data pre-processing (performing manipulation operations on the training data), (b) model
training, (c) model validation, (d) model compression (e.g.,
removing layers from DNNs [12], changing the model size).

(a) Data preprocessing task

(b) Training task

Figure 2: Observations of compute time for data preprocessing and training tasks based on other known properties.

Figure 3: Average arrivals per hour stratified by hour of day
and weekday (n = 210 824). µ shows the average arrivals per
hour overall. Error bars show one standard deviation.
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Figure 4: Experiment analytics dashboard showing infrastructure and pipeline execution metrics of an experiment run
For simulating pipeline executions, we have developed a
stochastic, discrete-event simulator called PipeSim, which implements the conceptual system model and data synthesizers.
We simulate task execution time and resource use based on
our traces. Figure 2 shows examples of ways to simulate the
compute time of data preprocessing and training tasks. For
example, we correlate the size of a data asset with the preprocessing time Figure 2(a). For a training task, we stratify
the observations into the frameworks they used, and the data
asset size they processed. Figure 2(b) shows a distribution of
compute times for Tensorflow and SparkML tasks.
To generate random workload we model the interarrivals
of pipeline triggers in seconds as a random variable and sequentially draw from a fitted exponentiated Weibull distribution, which we found to produce a good fit. We variate
means based on arrival patterns from our observations. Figure 3 shows pipeline triggers per hour averaged over several
hundred thousand pipeline executions.
Experiment Runner & Explorer PipeSim is based on
SimPy [8] and persists synthetic traces into InfluxDB. Resource allocation and scheduling algorithms are integrated
as Python code into the simulator, which can then be evaluated by running PipeSim. The analytics frontend shown in
Figure 4 allows exploratory analysis of experiment results. It
displays the experiment parameters, general statistics about
individual task executions and wait time. The graphs show
the resource utilization of compute resources, individual tasks
arrivals, network traffic, and overall wait time of pipelines,
which allows us to quickly observe the impact of resource
utilization on pipeline wait times.
We modeled the production system with PipeSim and analyzed the active scheduling policies. Experiments allowed
us to approximate the increased execution times of pipelines
given the projected user growth for the next year, and identify
GPU cluster resource bottlenecks. We are now working to simulate and visualize aggregated model metrics to examine the
effect of pipeline scheduling on overall model performance.
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Abstract
Machine Learning (ML) is increasingly prominent in organizations. While those algorithms can provide near perfect
accuracy, their decision-making process remains opaque. In
a context of accelerating regulation in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and deepening user awareness, explainability has become
a priority notably in critical healthcare and financial environments. The various frameworks developed often overlook
their integration into operational applications as discovered
with our industrial partner. In this paper, explainability in ML
and its relevance to our industrial partner is presented. We
then dis- cuss the main challenges to the integration of explainability frameworks in production we have faced. Finally,
we provide recommendations given those challenges.

1

Introduction

The increasing availability of data has made automated techniques for extracting information especially relevant to businesses. Indeed, AI overall contribution to the economy has
been approximated to $15.7tr by 2030 [8]. State-of-the-art
frameworks have now outmatched human accuracy in complex pattern recognition tasks [6]. However, many accurate
ML models are—in practice—black boxes as their reasoning
is not interpretable by users [1]. This trade-off between accuracy and explainability is certainly a great challenge [6] when
critical operations must be based on a justifiable reasoning.
Explainability is henceforth a clear requirement as regulations scrutinises AI. In Europe, our industrial partner faces
GDPR, the General Data Protection Regulation, which includes the right to explanation, whereby an individual can
request explanations on the workings of an algorithmic decision produced based on their data [5]. Additionally, user
distrust, from their lack of algorithmic understanding, can
cause a reluctance in applying complex ML techniques [1, 2].
Explainability can come at the cost of accuracy [10]. When
faced with a trade-off between explainability and accuracy, industrial operators may, because of regulation reasons, have to
resort to less accurate models for production systems. Finally,
without explanations, business experts produce by themselves
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justifications for the model behaviour. This can lead to a plurality of explanations as they devise contradicting insights [3].
Integrating explainability in production is a crucial but
difficult task. We have faced some challenges with our industrial partner. Theoretical frameworks are rarely tested on
operational data, overlooking those challenges during the design process. Overcoming them becomes even more complex
afterwards.

2

Explainability

Explainability is rather ill-defined in the literature. It is often
given discordant meaning [7] and its definition is dependent
on the task to be explained [4]. Nonetheless, we use explainability interchangeably with interpretability [7] and define it
as aiming to respond to the opacity of the inner workings of
the model while maintaining the learning performance [6].
From this definition, explainability can be modelled in
different ways. First, interpretability can be either global or
local. Whereas the former explains the inner workings of the
model at the model level [4], the latter reaches interpretability at the instance level. Furthermore, there is the distinction
between inherent and post-hoc interpretability. Inherent explainability refers to the model being explainable [1], while
post-hoc explainability entails that once trained, the model
has to further undergo a process which will make its reasoning
explainable [9, 10]. This results in four different types of explainability frameworks. The effectiveness of the frameworks
depends on the type chosen with respect to the task of the
model we want to explain.
Moreover, explainability is usually achieved through
visualization-based frameworks, which produce graphical representations of predictions, or text explanation of the decision [1]. Effective visualizations or textual description with
a decision can be sufficient to reach explainability [3]. Still,
those supposedly-interpretable outputs are rarely validated
through user studies. In our case, the frameworks, which were
not validated in such a way, yielded models that have proven
to be just as non-interpretable as the original ML model for
our industrial partner.
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Various reasons for explainability were previously mentioned. Our industrial partner was further interested in explainability for audit purposes as they must provide justifications
for the automated system decisions. Besides, they were concerned with potential biases within training datasets. Some
features, such as gender, although perhaps appearing as effective discriminators in ML models, cannot be legally used
in business operations analytics [12]. Yet, other less explicit
attributes may be direct proxies to such restricted features,
eventually creating biases in the models. Adding explainability to existing models can uncover existing biases arising from
proxies included in the model. This allows the operator to
change models when bias is identified.

3
3.1

Challenges to Explainability
Data Quality

Our industrial partner was implementing ML model on tabular data. One of the first challenge identified was that most
frameworks are designed for Natural Language Processing
and Computer Vision tasks. Thus, there are fewer frameworks
focusing on tabular data. With this omission, complications relating to tabular data quality are not properly addressed. This
resulted in limitations of the framework explainability. For
instance, visualizations designed for continuous features became inefficient for categorical variables. Furthermore, frameworks tested on tabular data often rely on datasets which are
optimal for visualization purposes. Our data was not optimal
as it contained missing values, and clusters between classes
were not clearly separated. For example, while the several
approaches we tested reported impressive results on a selection of domain, it is often impossible to know beforehand
whether or not it can be applied to a specific domain. Indeed,
they proved to be far less valuable when applied to the real
datasets of our partner. For one specific problem, we obtained
visualizations such as shown in Figure 1. In this case, the
display of the gradient projection of data points [10], which
relies on comparing the different classes according to pairs
of variables, was cluttered. There was no clear distinction
between the classes, hence the framework did not provide
interpretability.

Figure 1: Example of visualization-based interpretability
framework [10]
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3.2

Task and Model Dependencies

Our industrial partner was implementing Random Forests.
However, some frameworks are designed for specific model
types, more particularly for Neural Networks and Support
Vector Machines. This has been addressed by model agnostic
approaches [9, 10] and surrogate models. Still, the latter loses
accuracy when approximating the unexplainable model, only
providing explanations when both models reach the same
predictions, but not when they differ. Moreover, explainability
is also task-dependent. Our industrial partner needed different
explanations for different audiences. Yet, we detected through
our experiments an emphasis on theoretical review of task
dependency rather than empirical research. This insufficiency
of practical consideration limits frameworks deployment in
production, as a lengthy experimental process is required to
inspect which explanations best fit the task.

3.3

Security

Another challenge from explainability in production is security. This was a significant concern for our partner. Indeed, if
clients can have access to the reasoning of the model decisionmaking, they could apply adversarial behaviours by incrementally changing their behaviour to influence the decisionmaking process of the model. Thus, explainability raises robustness concerns preventing its immediate deployment in
production. Furthermore, in a recent paper [11], it was shown
that under strong assumptions, an individual having access to
model explanations could recover part of the initial dataset
used for training the ML algorithm. Given the strict data
privacy regulations, this remains a case to investigate.
Implementing explainability frameworks in production can
therefore significantly slow and complicate the project.

4

Conclusion

Data is crucial to derive information on which to base operational decisions. However, complex models achieving high
accuracy are often opaque to the user. Explainable ML aims
to make those models interpretable to users. The lack of research on operational data makes it challenging to integrate
explainability frameworks in production stages. Several challenges to explainability in production we have faced include
data quality, task-dependent modelling, and security. Given
those challenges we recommend industrials to (1) clearly define their needs to avoid obstacles defined are task and model
dependencies in this paper, (2) give more consideration to possible industrial applications when frameworks are designed,
(3) undertake systematic user validation of frameworks to
evaluate the explainability potential of those frameworks, (4)
regarding the security challenges, we suggest to simulate adversarial behavior and observe the model behaviour to raise
any robustness issues, (5) industrials could also undertake
the exercise of recovering the entire training datasets given
explanations and a small part of the original data.
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Abstract
Approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) algorithms are the
foundation for many applications on mobile devices. Realtime incremental learning with ANN on mobile devices is
emerging. However, incremental learning with current ANN
algorithms on mobile devices is hard, because data is dynamically and incrementally generated and as a result, it is
difﬁcult to reach high timing and recall requirements on indexing and search. Meeting the high timing requirements is
critical on mobile devices because of the requirement of short
user response time and because battery lifetime is limited.
We introduce an indexing and search system for graphbased ANN on mobile devices called RIANN. By constructing ANN with dynamic ANN construction properties, RIANN enables high ﬂexibility for ANN construction to meet
the strict timing and recall requirements in incremental learning. To select an optimal ANN construction property, RIANN
incorporates a statistical prediction model. RIANN further
offers a novel analytical performance model to avoid runtime
overhead and interaction with the device. In our experiments,
RIANN signiﬁcantly outperforms the state-of-the-art ANN
(2.42× speedup) on Samsung S9 mobile phone without compromising search time or recall. Also, for incrementally indexing 100 batches of data, the state-of-the-art ANN satisﬁes
55.33% batches on average while RIANN can satisfy 96.67%
with minimum impact on recall.

1

Introduction

Approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) is an essential algorithm for many applications, e.g., recommendation systems,
data mining and information retrieval [2, 4, 7, 10, 15–17]
on mobile devices. For example, applications on mobile
devices often provide recommendation functionalities to
help users quickly identify interesting content (e.g., videos
from YouTube [6], images from Flickr [14], or content from
Taobao [9]). To meet user requirements, it is important to
incrementally construct ANN on mobile devices in real-time.
For example, it is essential to recommend to users new content that is of interest while the content is still fresh, as there
is a clear tendency for users to prefer newer content. This necessitates real-time incremental learning for ANN on mobile
devices.
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However, real-time incremental learning for ANN on mobile devices imposes two challenges. First, current ANN models cannot meet the real-time requirement of high recall for
incremental learning due to static graph construction. Speciﬁcally, with different size of batches in incremental learning,
current ANN algorithms either index batches of data with high
recall without meeting the real-time requirement or index data
in real-time with low recall.
Second, current ANN algorithms perform end-to-end indexing hence indexing time, query time and recall are unknown to
users prior to or during ANN indexing, while these results are
required to reach high recall in real-time incremental learning.
To address the above challenges, we propose RIANN, a
system to enabling real-time ANN incremental learning on
mobile devices. To achieve our goals, we propose a dynamic
ANN indexing structure based on HNSW [13]. With the dynamic ANN graph construction, we can target different indexing times, query times and recall on the ﬂy. Next, we
propose a statistical performance model to guide dynamic
ANN construction over millions of possible properties. We
further propose an analytical performance model to avoid
interaction with mobile devices and runtime overhead.

2

Framework Design

Dynamic ANN graph construction. Currently, most graphbased ANN algorithms work in the following manner: during
graph construction, the algorithms build a graph G = (P, E)
based on the geometric properties of points in dataset P with
connecting edges E between the points. At search time, for
a query point p ∈ P, ANN search employs a natural greedy
traversal on G. Starting at some designated point d ∈ P, the
algorithms traverse the graph to get progressively closer to p.
The state-of-the-art ANN algorithm HNSW exploits the above
procedure with building a multi-layer structure consisting of
hierarchical set of proximity graphs (layers) for nested subsets
of the stored elements.
However, since current graph-based ANN algorithms including HNSW are designed using static graph construction
properties, there is little ﬂexibility in controlling graph construction properties for real-time ANN incremental learning.
To address this problem, we propose RIANN to construct
graphs in a dynamic manner. The dynamic graph construction depends on user requirements and a batch size of data
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points. To achieve this goal, we build dynamic construction
graph properties (e.g., out-degree edges of each point and
candidates to build those edges). The advantage of dynamic
group construction properties is that we can meet the real-time
requirement while maintaining high recall.
Domain-speciﬁc statistical prediction model. The traditional approach to obtain the optimal indexing properties is to
examine different indexing properties [3, 9, 11, 13]. However,
to obtain the optimal indexing properties, this approach 1) requires an excessive amount of time (days and even weeks) [3]
to obtain the optimum and 2) requests the exact indexing data
size which is impractical in ANN incremental learning.
We propose a statistical prediction model to solve the problem. Figure 1 presents the overview of our design. The statistical prediction model is to estimate the recall and indexing or query time of each construction property for indexing a batch of data. The model is based on gradient boosted
trees [8](GBTs) with simulated annealing [12]. We use XGBoost [5] as the GBTs model for training and implement a
light-weighted XGBoost inference engine for mobile devices.
Analytical performance model. Though the prediction
model is promising to predict ANN recall, the model has
two issues to predict indexing/query time: 1) it interacts with
mobile devices frequently to collect training data and 2) it
incurs nonnegligible runtime overhead.
To address those problems, we propose an analytical performance model to predict indexing/query time at runtime.
Equation 1 is used to estimate the time of querying data point
p ∈ P in one layer, where P refers to the set of points in one
batch. The metric is deﬁned as:
Tlyr (cand, deg, N) = Td ∗ h(cand, Davg (deg, N)) ∗ Davg (deg, N) (1)

Where cand represents candidate points, deg is the outdegree, N is the set of all points in one layer and Td represents the time to calculate the distance. h(cand, Davg (deg, N))
is a function to obtain the average number of hops from
the entry point to the target point. The function can be formulated with small sample proﬁling ofﬂine. Davg (deg, N) =
|N|
1
|N|+1 (∑i=1 Ni + deg) calculates the average out-degree after
inserting p.
With the number of candidates and out-degree of p, the
query time Tqry and indexing time Tidx are deﬁned as follows:
Tqry (candq , deg) = ∑ Tlyr (1, deg, N ) + Tlyr (candq , deg ∗ 2, N1 ) (2)
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Figure 2: (a) Indexing time of RIANN and HNSW with different batch size. (b) Percentage of satisﬁed batches of RIANN
and HNSW with different indexing time requirement.
Tidx (candi , deg) =

max

p

= p

=2

∑ Tlyr (1, deg, N ) +∑ (Tlyr (candi , deg, N )

+ f (deg)) + Tlyr (candi , dre ∗ 2, N1 ) + f (dre) (3)

Where max is the maximum number of layers,  p represents the indexing layer for p and candq and candi represent the number of candidates for query and indexing. The
time of querying p from max to  can be calculated by

∑max Tlyr (cand, deg, N ). The time of updating out-degree of
p is calculated by f (deg) that depends on the implementation
and linear to the number of out-degree.

3

Evaluation

Comparison of RIANN and HNSW. We compare RIANN
with HNSW which is the state-of-the-art ANN algorithm [3].
We employ SIFT [1] dataset on a Samsung S9 with Android
9. We use the graph construction properties listed in the paper [13] denoted as default HNSW. The optimal HNSW represents hypothetical results in which 1) users know the data
size of ANN indexing which is impractical; 2) users spend
a large amount of time (days and even weeks) to obtain the
optimal HNSW. We experiment different batch size (10, 100
and 1000) in batch increments of 10 for incremental learning.
In Figure 2, we observe that RIANN shows signiﬁcant
performance improvement (2.42 times speedup on average)
than the default HNSW and 8.67% performance less than the
optimal HNSW while RIANN maintains the same recall and
query time compared to the optimal and default HNSW. The
runtime overhead of RIANN is included in Figure 2.
Evaluation with User Requirement. We incrementally index 100 batches and the batch size starts from 10 to 1000. In
Figure 2, we observe that 55.33% batches are satisﬁed using
default HNSW while RIANN can satisfy 96.67% with only
2.43% loss in recall.

4

Conclusion

We present RIANN, a real-time graph-based ANN indexing
and search system. It constructs graphs in a dynamic manner
with a statistical prediction model and an analytical performance model to incrementally index and search data in realtime on mobile devices. RIANN signiﬁcantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art ANN (2.42× speedup) without compromising
query time or recall in incremental learning. Also, for incrementally indexing 100 batches of data, the state-of-the-art
ANN satisﬁes 55.33% batches on average while RIANN can
satisfy 96.67% with compromising 2.43% recall.
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Abstract
The integration of artificial intelligence capabilities into modern software systems is increasingly being simplified through
the use of cloud-based machine learning services and representational state transfer architecture design. However, insufficient information regarding underlying model provenance and
the lack of control over model evolution serve as an impediment to more widespread adoption of these services in operational environments which have strict security requirements.
Furthermore, although tools such as TensorFlow Serving allow models to be deployed as RESTful endpoints, they require
the error-prone process of converting the PyTorch models into
static computational graphs needed by TensorFlow. To enable
rapid deployments of PyTorch models without the need for
intermediate transformations, we have developed FlexServe, a
simple library to deploy multi-model ensembles with flexible
batching.

1

Introduction

The use of machine learning (ML) capabilities, such as visual
inference and classification, in operational software systems
continues to increase. A common approach for incorporating
ML functionality into a larger operational system is to isolate
it behind a microservice accessible through a REpresentational State Transfer (REST) protocol [1]. This architecture
separates the complexity of ML components from the rest of
the application while making the capabilities more accessible
to software developers through well-defined interfaces.
Multiple commercial vendors offer such capabilities as
cloud services as described by Cummaudo et al. in their assessment of using such services in larger software systems [2].
They found a lack of consistency across services for the same
data points, and also the unpredictable evolution of models,
resulting in temporal inconsistency of a given service for
identical data points. This behavior is due to the underlying
classification models and their evolution as they are trained on
different and additional data points by their vendors, providing
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insufficient information to the consuming system developer
regarding the provenance of the model. Lack of control over
the underlying models prevents many operational systems
from consuming inference output from these services.
A better approach for preserving the benefits of a REST
architecture while maintaining control of all aspects of model
behavior is to deploy them as RESTful endpoints, thereby
exposing them to the rest of the system. A popular approach
for serving ML models as REST services is TensorFlow Serving [3]. However, serving PyTorch’s dynamic graph through
Tensor Flow Serving requires transforming PyTorch models to
an intermediate representation such as Open Neural Network
Exchange (ONNX) [4] which in turn is converted to a static
graph compatible with TensorFlow Serving. This two-step
conversion often fails and is difficult to debug because not all
PyTorch features are supported by ONNX, making the traintest-deploy pipeline through TensorFlow Serving at best slow
and at worst impossible for some PyTorch models. Another
solution is to use the KFServing Kubernetes library [5]1 , but
that requires the deployment of Kubernetes, as KFServing is
a serverless library and depends on a separate ingress gateway
deployed on Kubernetes. Although this is a promising good
solution, its deployment options are not lightweight when
compared to TensorFlow Serving and Kubernetes itself can
be complex to configure and manage [6].
To enable PyTorch model deployments in a manner similar
to TensorFlow model deployments with TensorFlow Serving, we have developed FlexServe, a simple REST service
deployment module that provides the following additional
capabilities which are commonly needed in operational environments: (i) the deployment of multiple models behind a
single endpoint, (ii) the ability to share a single GPU memory across multiple models, and (iii) the capacity to perform
inference using flexible batch sizes.
In the remainder of the paper, we give an overview of
FlexServe and demonstrate its advantages in scenarios such
as those outlined above.
1 KFServing

is currently in beta status.
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Figure 1: FlexServe architecture consists of an ensemble module which loads N models into a shared memory space. Inference output of each
model is combined in a single response and returned to the requesting client as a JSON response object. The Flask application invokes the
fmodels module, which encompasses the ensemble of models, and exposes RESTful endpoints through the Web Service Gateway Interface.
Variable batch sizes provide for maximum efficiency and flexibility as clients are not restricted to a fixed batch size of samples to send to the
inference service. Additional efficiency is achieved through the use of the shared memory, better utilizing available GPUs and requiring only
one data transformation for all models in the ensemble.

2

Approach and Use Cases

FlexServe is implemented as a Python module encompassed
in a Flask [7] application. We chose the lightweight Gunicorn
[8] application server as the Web-Server Gateway Interface
(WSGI) HTTP server to be used within the Flask application.
This WSGI enables us to forward requests to web applications
using the Python programming language. Figure 1 shows
the high-level FlexServe architecture and its interaction with
consuming applications.

2.1

Multiple models, single endpoint

Running ensembles of models is a common way to improve
classification accuracy [9], but it can also be used to adjust
the number of false negatives of the ensemble dynamically.
Consider an ensemble of n models trained to recognize the
presence of a specific object. By using different architectures,
the ensemble model takes advantage of different inductive
biases that perform better at different geometric variations of
the target object. Then, combining its inference outputs according to the sensitivity policy of the consuming application,
ensemble sensitivity can be adjusted dynamically. For example, let y ∈ {0, 1} be a binary output (0=absent, 1=present) of
a classifier and let y0 be the combined output. Then for maximum sensitivity the policy is y0 = y1 k y2 k . . . k yn , meaning
that when a single model detects the target, the final ensemble
output is positive identification. Different sensitivity policies
can be employed by the client as needed.

2.2

Share a single device

Deployed models vary in size, but are often significantly
smaller than the memory available on hardware accelerators
such as GPUs. Loading multiple models in the same device
memory brings down the cost and provides for more efficient
inference. FlexServe allows multiple models to be loaded as
part of the ensemble and performs multi-model inference on
a single forward call of nn.Module, thereby removing the additional data transformation calls associated with competing
methods. Scaling horizontally to multiple CPU cores is also
possible through the use of Gunicorn workers.
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2.3

Varying batch size

FlexServe accepts varying batch sizes of image samples
and returns a combined result of the form ‘model y_i’:
[‘class’,‘class’, . . . ,‘class’] for every model yi . This functionality can be used in many applications. For example, to
perform time series tracking from conventional image sensors
or inexpensive web cameras by taking images at various time
intervals and sending these chronological batches of images
to FlexServe. As an object moves through the field of view of
the sensor, a series of images is produced that can be used to
infer movement of an object through the surveillance sector
when more sophisticated object trackers are not available and
video feeds are too costly to transmit. This places the computation and power burden on the Flask server as opposed to
the potentially energy-constrained consumer which is only
interested in the inference results of the ensemble model.

3

Conclusion

Commercial cloud services offer a convenient way of introducing ML capabilities to software systems through the use
of a REST architecture. However, lack of control over underlying models and insufficient information regarding model
provenance & evolution limit their use in operational environments. Existing solutions for deploying models as RESTful
services are not robust enough to work with PyTorch models
in many environments. FlexServe is a lightweight solution
that provides deployment functionality similar to TensorFlow
Serving without intermediate conversions to a static computational graph.

Availability
The FlexServe deployment module is available in a public
repository (https://github.com/verenie/flexserve)
which provides details showing how FlexServe can be used to
deploy an ensemble model and also describes its limitations
with respect to the REST interface.
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Auto Content Moderation in C2C e-Commerce
Shunya Ueta, Suganprabu Nagarajan, Mizuki Sango
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Abstract

Moderation Service

Consumer-to-consumer (C2C) e-Commerce is a large and
growing industry with millions of monthly active users. In
this paper, we propose auto content moderation for C2C eCommerce to moderate items using Machine Learning (ML).
We will also discuss practical knowledge gained from our auto
content moderation system. The system has been deployed
to production at Mercari since late 2017 and has significantly
reduced the operation cost in detecting items violating our
policies. This system has increased coverage by 554.8 % over
a rule-based approach.

1

Introduction

Mercari1 ,

a marketplace app is a C2C e-commerce service.
In C2C e-commerce, trading occurs between consumers who
can be both sellers and buyers. Unlike standard business-toconsumer (B2C) e-commerce, C2C buyers can buy items
that are listed without strict guidelines. However, C2C ecommerce has the risk of sellers selling items like weapons,
money and counterfeit items that violate our policies, intentionally or unintentionally. Our company needs to prevent the
negative impact such items have on buyers, and we also need
to comply with the law regarding items that can be sold in our
marketplace. In order to keep our marketplace safe and protect our customers, we need a moderation system to monitor
all the items being listed on it. Content moderation has been
adopted throughout industry by Microsoft [3], Google [2] and
Pinterest [1] in their products. Rule based systems are easy to
develop and can be quickly applied to production. However
the logic of rule based system is hard to manage and it is
difficult to cover the inconsistencies in (Japanese) spellings.
It is also infeasible for human moderators to review all the
items at such a large scale.
Machine Learning (ML) systems can overcome the limitations of rule based systems by automatically learning the features of items deleted by moderators and adapting to spelling
1 Mercari.

https://about.mercari.com/en/
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Report items
Rule Based
Hide & Alert
Machine Learning
sell items
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Deleted by Moderator
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Not alerted by moderation service

Figure 1: C2C e-Commerce content moderation system
overview
inconsistencies. The moderators review the items predicted as
positive by our system and we continuously re-train our models with the latest annotated data. Figure 1 shows an overview
of our content moderation system. The moderator functions as
a Human In The Loop to review the results of ML inference,
rule based logic and reported items from customers, and helps
regulate the items that are deleted.
The main contributions of this paper are (1) implementing
multi-modal classifier models for imbalanced data in the wild
(2) introducing and updating models in production (3) and
preventing concept drift. In this paper, we also discuss more
specifics about how we moderate items in our marketplace
using ML.

2
2.1

Method
Model Training

Item listings in our marketplace consist of multi-modal data
(e.g. text, image, brand, price), so we use multi-modal models
to improve model performance. All models are trained in a
one-vs-all setup since alerts from different models can over-
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2.2

Evaluation

We propose offline and online evaluation to avoid concept
drift [11].
Offline evaluation. We use the precision@K of the model
as our evaluation metric since it directly contributes to the
moderator’s productivity, where K is the bound on the number
of alerts in each violated topic and is defined by the moderation team. We evaluate the new model based on back-tests
(the current model’s output on test data is known). The backtests guarantee that the new model is not worse than the current model which prevents concept drift. However, this test
is biased towards the current model because the labels were
created based on it. Thus, we also evaluate online for a predetermined number of days by using both models for predictions
on all items.
Online evaluation. In our scenario, A/B testing is slow for
decision making because the number of violations is much
lower than valid item listings. As a result, A/B testing can take
several months. This results in concept drift occurring and
does not meet our business requirements. For faster decision
making, we deploy the current and new models in production,
and both of them accept all traffic. We set the thresholds of
current and new models to alert half the target number each
in that violated topic. The current and new model send K2
alerts each to the moderator. If the new model has better
precision@ K2 during online evaluation, we deprecate the old
one and expand the new model to the target number of alerts.
Table 1 shows the relative performance gain of the model
based on precision@K. It shows our back-test reflecting the
performance in production.

3

System Design

Figure 2 describes the system architecture. Our deployments
are managed using Horizontal Pod Autoscaler which helps to
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Table 1: Percentage gains of GBDT and GMU compared to
Logistic Regression in offline and online evaluation on one
violated topic.
Algorithms Offline
Online
GBDT
+18.2 % Not Released
GMU
+21.2% +23.2%
Message
queue

Preprocessing + inference
Container

Subscribe

scikit-lean + GBDT
proxy
Message
queue

Publish
proxy layer

Preprocessing
Container

inference
Container

scikit-learn

Caffe2 model

violated
topic A
...

lap. One model corresponds to one violated topic. One-vs-all
models can also be easily re-trained and deployed independently. We made a pipeline using Docker [9] container-based
workloads on a Kubernetes [6] cluster for model training
workloads. We write manifest files containing requirements
like CPU, GPU and Storage which are deployed using this
pipeline.
For ML algorithms, we used Gated Multimodal Units
(GMU) [5] and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) [7].
GMU potentially provides the most accuracy using multimodal data. GBDT is efficient to train and use for prediction
when training dataset size is not large. We train the GMU
models using PyTorch [10] and deploy them using PyTorch
to ONNX [4] to Caffe2 [8] conversion.
The system then automatically evaluates the new model
against the current model in production using offline evaluation (Sec. 2.2).

violated
topic N

prediction layer

Figure 2: Auto content moderation system architecture.
GBDT: One container contains the preprocessing and inferences. GMU:GMU has two containers. i) preprocessing. ii)
inference using Caffe2.

maintain high availability and cut down production costs. The
system has a proxy layer which gets messages from a queue
and makes REST calls to the prediction layer. The prediction
layer is responsible for preprocessing and inference, and returns a prediction result to the proxy layer. The proxy layer
aggregates the responses from all the models and publishes
messages for those items predicted as positive by at least one
model, to a different queue where these messages are then
picked up by a worker, and sent to the moderators for manual
review of items. In online and offline evaluation, the proxy
layer logs the predictions from all models and these logs are
exported to a Data Lake.

4

Conclusion

Content moderation in C2C e-Commerce is a very challenging
and interesting problem. It is also an essential part of services
providing content to customers. In this paper, we discussed
some of the challenges like new ML model introduction into
production and how to efficiently prevent concept drift based
on our experience. Our Auto Content Moderation system
successfully increased moderation coverage by 554.8 % over
a rule-based approach
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Abstract
This paper presents how VMware addressed the following
challenges in operationalizing our ML-based performance diagnostics solution in enterprise hybrid-cloud environments:
data governance, model serving and deployment, dealing
with system performance drifts, selecting model features,
centralized model training pipeline, setting the appropriate
alarm threshold, and explainability. We also share the lessons
and experiences we learned over the past four years in deploying ML operations at scale for enterprise customers.

1. Introduction
Operationalizing ML solutions is challenging across the industry as described in [1-2]. In addition, VMware faces several unique challenges to productize our ML-based performance diagnostics solution. As one of the top hybrid-cloud
providers, VMware has the most large-enterprise customers
who deploy our Software-Defined Datacenter (SDDC) stack
in both their on-premises datacenters as well as VMwaremanaged public clouds. This unique position gives VMware
an opportunity to collect telemetry data from a wide variety
of hardware/software combinations all over the world. However, it also results in two challenges: (1) Data governance.
VMware must comply with local data regulations where the
SDDC deployments reside, private cloud or public cloud. (2)
Model deployment. Enterprise customers often have a long
and inconsistent cycle to update the software, typically once
every year or two. It is impractical to couple ML model deployment with customer’s inconsistent lengthy update cycles.
Moreover, developing ML-based solutions for performance
diagnostics needs to address the following issues: (1) Handling Performance drifts. System performance changes
across the time due to software/hardware updates or normal
hardware degradation. (2) Feature engineering. The system
performance depends on numerous factors, which constitutes
a multivariate ML problem. Consequently, the selection of
the appropriate features plays an important role in model performance, and often requires human intervention. (3) Model
training. Our experience has found that models perform better when being trained with global data from all deployments
sharing a common hardware type. Thus, a centralized ML
pipeline that complies with data regulations is required. (4)
Sensitivity to alarm threshold: Flooded false alarms lead to
either alarm disabling or overwhelming product support. On
the other hand, conservative alarm threshold may miss
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performance issues and lead to silent failures and hence
costly manual investigation. It is therefore critical to identify
the appropriate alarm threshold. (5) Explainability. Once an
issue is detected and an alarm is fired, it is important to provide insights and recommendations as to how to remediate
the issue. Otherwise, it can still lead to unnecessary product
support overhead.

2. Solution Design and Deployment
We have been deploying ML solutions to detect and rootcause performance issues in two offerings: (1) VMware
vSAN Performance Diagnostics, a product feature allowing
enterprise customers to self-diagnose performance issues in
their deployments [3], and (2) VMware Support Insight, a
support facing feature that allows VMware support teams to
proactively monitor performance issues across all product deployments in a dashboard [4]. Figure 1 describes the ML/Ops
lifecycle by which these solutions work from an operational
perspective.

Figure 1. ML/Ops Lifecycle of Our Solution
2.1 ML/Ops Lifecycle
Data collection is done via VMware vCenter [5], the appliance managing a cluster of servers. For those customers who
opted-in VMware Customer Experience Improvement Program (CEIP) [6], vCenter periodically transmits performance
counters hourly to the VMware’s centralized data platform,
VMware Analytics Cloud (VAC) [7]. VAC stores and governs all the collected telemetry data and performs necessary
placement, anonymization and encryption to comply with local data regulations. VAC also provides a run-time platform
to deploy and run our ML-based performance diagnostics services. The results of the performance diagnostics are stored
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in a key-value database in VAC from which they can be consumed either by the source vCenter, where the analysis in the
form of charts, alarms, or recommendations are presented to
the customers, or by support tools such as VMware Support
Insight, where the support engineers monitor the results of
multiple deployments simultaneously. Since the service runs
within VMware’s cloud infrastructure, its updates are decoupled from the customer’s software update cycles, which allows a continuous deployment of new models [8]. VAC deployment addresses our challenges of data governance and
model deployment.
2.2 ML/Ops Pipeline
We develop an ML/Ops pipeline to tackle the five challenges
in our performance diagnostics use case. We develop a fully
automated pipeline to continuously train new models based
on the newly arrived batch of data. These models are maintained and version-controlled in the model store. The pipeline
evaluates a large number of feature sets combining with various data pre-processing techniques and different ensembles
of ML algorithms. The continuous training and deployment
ensure our production model always learns the latest performance behaviors. Different models are trained for different
hardware configurations. As an example, the model for a
server with all-flash NVMe storage is different from that of a
server with mixed magnetic disks and flash storage.
When deployed for performance diagnostics, the newest stable model specific to the hardware configuration of the system is used. If a rollback is desired, performance diagnostic
would revert to the last-known-good model or any earlier
model specified with certain version name.
The feature set candidates are first defined by product experts
based on the specific performance issues to detect. Note that
these feature sets are merely means to guide the pipeline to
explore the feature space more efficiently, since there are easily thousands of thousands of performance metrics in a production SDDC. The pipeline also exploits several standard
feature selection techniques such as PCA and autoencoder for
each given set in addition to the human chosen ones, to
achieve the best results [9-10].
Before feeding data to ML algorithms, the pipeline applies
various data pre-processing techniques such as Z-transformation and Box-Cox transformation. We learned that ML algorithms might perform very differently with different data
pre-processing techniques. For example, certain models prefer all dimensions to be in normal distribution, so Z-transformation works the best for this type of models. To provide explainability on top of the models’ results, our pipeline employs a rule-based root-cause analysis engine to pinpoint the
source of performance issue.
The rest of the pipeline includes the common ML training
steps such as optimizing against a training set, applying
boosting algorithms, and validating against a validation set to
find the best performing model ensemble. Once a new model
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ensemble is trained and deployed in all three solutions outlined in Section 2.1, product performance experts, site reliability engineers, and solution engineers start consuming the
output. These experts continuously monitor the latest model
performance, review feedback given by service consumers,
and examine new performance issues. This requires several
manual or at best semi-automated steps to understand scenarios where the ML models are under-performing. To make this
process more efficient, we developed a framework that enables performance perturbations in carefully orchestrated experiments and examine the behaviors from our models. We
also leverage generic monitoring solution such as VMware
Wavefront to monitor the performance of deployed models in
conjunction with the feedback provided by the users [11]. As
an example, we identified that our initial models were having
high false positives in situations where very large IO size requests were being handled by vSAN because the ML models
were overfitted towards the more common scenarios of small
IO size requests. In such situations, we push new datasets to
the Ops pipeline and evaluate if the changes improve the performance of the diagnostic service.

3. Lessons Learned
This paper describes our efforts spanning over four years in
operationalizing an ML solution to detect and diagnose performance issues in our production deployed enterprise solutions. We learned several valuable lessons as follows:
(1) Continuous training and serving. Prior to building a
pipeline, majority of the development time was spent on
manual steps that are error-prone and time consuming.
The ML/Ops pipeline automates our workflow and helps
us churn models in hours, steps which earlier took us close
to six months.
(2) Importance of a monitoring solution. Having a monitoring solution with great visualization helps us immensely in understanding why performance anomalies
were being identified by an ML model and getting an intuitive understanding of how ML models work.
(3) Importance of automation: Continuous delivery of new
models, noting improvements, and rollbacks when necessary are immensely valuable for production use cases. Delivering an ML framework for performance diagnostics in
production necessitates a robust alarm threshold in a dynamically changing environment. It is hard to achieve the
same without an efficient ML Ops lifecycle.
(4) Orchestrated experiment environment for model behavior validation. Having a framework that enables injection of the perturbed configuration allows us to quickly
examine and verify whether the models react appropriately to a specific scenario. This mitigates the overhead
with investigating the model issues in production environment.
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